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1
It is well-known that there is no elliptic curve defined over the field Q
of rational numbers having good reduction at every finite place. On the
other hand, several examples of such curves over quadratic fields are
known.
In this paper, we will show nonexistence theorems of elliptic curves
having good reduction everywhere over certain real quadratic fields. Ishii
obtained a similar result in [4]. While he handled real quadratic fields in
which 2 remains prime, we will prove theorems for quadratic fields in
which 2 is unramified. Thus our results are a generalization and a refine-
ment of his result.
Throughout this paper, we always assume that our elliptic curves have
a global minimal model. Equivalently, we consider elliptic curves that have
a model with a unit discriminant. This is always the case if the class
number of the field of definition is prime to six (see [9, Corollary to
Theorem 1]). Here we should mention a result of Stroeker. He showed, in
his paper [12], that if an elliptic curve defined over an imaginary quadratic
field has good reduction everywhere, then the curve does not admit a
global minimal model.
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Now we introduce some notation used throughout this paper. Let
k=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field, where m is a square-free positive
integer and let Ok and O
_
k denote its ring of integers and its group of units,
respectively. We denote by = the generator of infinite order of O_k [\1]
such that =>1. The symbols N, Tr are used to denote the norm map and
the trace map from k to Q unless otherwise specified. For an algebraic
number field K, we denote by hK the class number of K.
For an elliptic curve E (i.e., an abelian variety of dimension one) defined
over k, let 2 be the discriminant of a given global minimal model of E and,
for a natural number l, let El be the kernel of multiplication by l in an
algebraic closure of k.
We also adopt the following definition.
Definition. An elliptic curve defined over a number field K is said to
have good reduction (over K) if it has good reduction at every finite place
of OK .
If we want to talk about the good reduction property at a specific place
pk , we always say that the curve has good reduction at pk .
2
In this section, we show a nonexistence theorem for the case 2 splits
in k.
An elliptic curve defined over k is called g-admissible if it satisfies the
conditions below:
(1) it has good reduction over k;
(2) it has a k-rational point of order 2;
(3) it admits a global minimal model.
If it satisfies only (1) and (2), then it is called admissible.
In his paper [1, Theorem 1], Comalada characterizes real quadratic
fields admitting a g-admissible curve by means of some Diophantine equa-
tions. Solving the Diophantine equations explicitly, he showed that there
exists an admissible elliptic curve over k=Q(- m) (0<m<100) if and
only if
m=6, 7, 14, 22, 38, 41, 65, 77, 86.
2.1. In the following, using ramification properties, we show that an
elliptic curve with everywhere good reduction has a k-rational point of
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order 2, if its field of definition satisfies certain hypotheses. Precisely, we
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let k=Q(- m) with m#1 (mod 8) be a real quadratic
field satisfying the following hypotheses:
(i) gcd(hk , 6)=1;
(ii) the class numbers of k(- &1) and k(- \=) are all prime to 3;
(iii) if N(=)=1, assume that the ray class number of k(- &=) modulo
2 is prime to 3;
(iv) if N(=)=&1, then one of two prime ideals of k lying above 2
remains prime in k(- &=). Let p be that ideal, and assume that the ray class
number of k(- &=) modulo p is prime to 3.
Then every elliptic curve defined over k having good reduction has a
k-rational point of order two, i.e., is g-admissible.
Proof. Let E be an elliptic curve define over k with good reduction. Set
L=k(E2) and K=k(- 2). Thus we have L#K#k. Suppose that E has no
k-rational point of order two. Then the extension LK is a cyclic cubic
extension. Since 2 is a unit, the field K is one of the fields k, k(- &1),
k(- =), k(- &=).
Let 2Ok=pkp$k (pk {p$k) be the decomposition of 2 in k and assume first
that E has supersingular reduction at pk . In this case, by Proposition 12 in
[8], pk remains prime in the quadratic extension Kk. In particular, we
have K{k, k(- &1). This implies K=k(- =) or k(- &=).
First, we suppose that N(=)=1. Then the extension KQ is a Galois
extension (see 2.2.2 below for explicit description). Therefore, since one
prime above 2 is unramified in K, all of them are unramified, so Kk is
unramified outside the infinite primes. It follows from gcd(hk , 2)=1 that
the infinite primes do ramify. Hence we have K=k(- &=). Now the
extension LK is a cyclic cubic extension unramified outside primes lying
above 2. This contradicts our hypothesis (iii).
Now suppose N(=)=&1. Note that the two fields k(- =) and k(- &=)
are isomorphic in this case. Thus we set K=k(- &=). If the prime ideal p$k
is unramified in Kk, then 2 is unramified in the Galois closure of K
over Q. Since the Galois closure contains - &1, this is impossible. In
particular, p$k is not inert in K. If a prime ideal of K lying above p$k ramifies
in the extension LK, then it does so totally and tamely. This implies that
we have an injection
Z3Z&Gal(LK)/(Okp$k)_.
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This is impossible. Thus the ramifying prime ideal in LK lies above the
prime p that is inert in Kk. Then LK is a cyclic cubic extension
unramified outside p. The hypothesis (iv) yields a contradiction.
Consequently, we may assume that E has ordinary good reduction at
any prime of k lying above 2. Then, by the Corollary to Proposition 11 in
[8], LK is an unramified extension of degree 3, which is inconsistent with
our assumptions (i) and (ii). K
Remarks. (1) We cannot use this argument when 2 ramifies in k,
since, in that case, the results of Serre that we use to determine the
candidates for the intermediate field K do not apply.
(2) The ray class number formula enables us to interpret the third
and fourth assumptions in the theorem as follows:
Let F be the field k(- &=).
When the norm of the fundamental unit of k is positive, as we have seen
in the proof, the field F is an imaginary abelian extension over Q with the
Klein four group as its Galois group. If F contains the group of third roots
of unity and if the unit - &= of F is not congruent to 1 modulo the primes
above 2, then the assumption (iii) is satisfied.
When k has a fundamental unit with negative norm, the field F is a
quartic extension that has two real places and one pair of complex places.
If there is a fundamental unit in F which is not congruent to 1 modulo the
ideal p appearing in the fourth assumption, then the field satisfies the
assumption (iv).
Note that this remark is applicable also to the case m#5 (mod 8)
(see Section 3.2.2).
2.2. Combining the above theorem with Comalada’s result, we can
give some examples of real quadratic fields over which no elliptic curve has
good reduction.
We use PARI-GP, version 1.39, and KASH, version 1.61, independently
to verify the hypotheses in the theorem. We express our gratitude to the
authors of these wonderful softwares.
2.2.1. We begin with the case N(=)=&1.
We compute the class numbers (Table I).
In this and the following tables, the bold-faces numbers are those that do
not meet the assumptions in our theorems.
For m=17, 41, 73, 97, we compute the fundamental units u1 , u2 of the
field k(- &=) and the ideal p in the fourth condition of the theorem.
Observe that, since the class number of k(- &=) is 1 in each case, every
ideal is principal. In Table II, we set :=- &=.
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TABLE I
m#1 (mod 8), N(=)=&1, m<100
(Class Numbers)
Class Number
m k=Q(- m) k(- &1) k(- &=)
17 1 2 1
41 1 4 1
65 2 8 2
73 1 2 1
89 1 6 1
97 1 2 1
For each case but m=41, we have u1 #1 (mod p) and u2 1 (mod p).
Hence they satisfy the conditions of the theorem.
Corollary 1. There is no elliptic curve with good reduction over
Q(- 17), Q(- 73), and Q(- 97).
We should explain the mark C in the table. When m=41, in the field
k(- &=)=Q(- &(32+5 - 41)), 2 decomposes as p21p2p3 where the
prime ideals pi (i=1, 2, 3) are all different. This means that none of the
prime ideals above 2 of k remain prime. Then it is impossible for the curves
with good reduction to have supersingular reduction at the prime ideals of
k lying above 2 by Proposition 12 in [8]. We can now apply the argument
in the proof of Theorem 1 to show that they also cannot have ordinary
good reduction at the primes. Hence, as a byproduct, we can deduce the
corollary below.
Corollary 2. Every elliptic curve with good reduction defined over
Q(- 41) has a Q(- 41)-rational point of order 2. Therefore the curves
TABLE II
m#1 (mod 8), N(=)=&1, m<100 (Fundamental Units)
Fundamental Units
m u1 u2 A Generator of p
17 : (:3&:2&7:+3)4 (&:3+7:&2)2
41 : (:3+:2&57:&7)10 C
73 : (&5:3&:2+10715:+443)500 (&22:3&:2+46996:+1943)250
97 : (&21:3+:2+235467:&483)2276 (&33:3+369857:)1138
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found in Comalada’s paper [1] are all the curves with good reduction over
Q(- 41).
It is worth noting that all these curves over Q(- 41) are isogenous over
that field.
2.2.2 We next consider the case N(=)=1. To make our computa-
tion easier, we give a remark.
For this case, the fields k(- =) and k(- &=) are Galois extensions over
Q and their Galois groups are abelian of type (2,2). More precisely, if we
set t=Tr(=), then it is easily shown that
k(- =)=Q(- t+2, - t&2), (1)
k(- &=)=Q(- &t+2, - &t&2). (2)
For biquadratic extensions, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1 [7, Lemma 11]. Let LK be an abelian extension with the
Galois group of type (2,2) and p an odd prime. If p is prime to hK and p
divides hL , then the class number of one of the three intermediate fields of
LK is divisible by p.
Applying Lemma 1 to three biquadratic fields k(- &1), k(- =), and
k(- &=), the lemma below readily follows.
Lemma 2. If N(=)=1, the second hypothesis in Theorem 1 is equivalent
to the following conditions:
3 does not divide the class numbers of the six fields;
Q(- \m), Q(- \(t+2)), Q(- \(t&2)),
where t=Tr(=).
Since the narrow genus field k(- &=) contains the group of third roots
of unity if and only if k(- &=)=k(- &3), we have m=3p where p is a
rational prime that is congruent to 3 modulo 4.
Table III results from our computation.
We shall compute the unit u=- &=. We obtain
u={- &11+2 - &35 - &3+2 - &19
if m=33,
if m=57.
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TABLE III
m#1 (mod 8), N(=)=1, m<100
Class Number
m t=Tr(=) Q(- m) Q(- &m) Q(- t+2) Q(- &t&2) Q(- t&2) Q(- &t+2)
33 46 1 4 1 1 1 1
57 302 1 4 1 1 1 1
Unfortunately, both of these u’s are congruent to 1 modulo 2Ok(- &=) . Thus,
by the remark just after the theorem, the hypothesis on the ray class
number is not satisfied.
As a matter of fact, there is an example of an elliptic curve having good
reduction over Q(- 33):
y2+(5+- 33) xy+=y=x3, ==23+4 - 33.
This equation is minimal and the discriminant is &=3. It has a rational
point of order 3.
3
In this section, we refine Ishii’s theorem in his paper [4].
3.1. We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let k=Q(- m) with m#5 (mod 8) be a real quadratic
field satisfying the following hypotheses:
(i) gcd(hk , 6)=1;
(ii) the class numbers of k(- &1) and k(- \=) are all prime to 3;
(iii) if N(=)=1, assume that the ray class number of k(- &=) modulo
2 is prime to 3.
(iv) Tr(=) is odd.
Then every elliptic curve defined over k having good reduction has a
k-rational point of order two, i.e., is g-admissible.
Proof. Suppose again that a curve E with good reduction has no
k-rational point of order two and that the curve has supersingular reduc-
tion at the prime pk lying above 2. Then, by Proposition 12 in [8], Kk
either is trivial or is a quadratic extension in which pk decomposes. Hence
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K=k(- &1) is impossible. We claim that K cannot be trivial. In fact, if it
were, Lk would be a cyclic extension of degree three that is totally and
tamely ramified at pk . On the other hand, by our assumptions (i) and (iv),
it is readily seen that the ray class number modulo 2 and the archimedean
places of k are also prime to 3. Therefore, there is no such extension of k.
Hence the extension Kk is a quadratic extension unramified outside the
archimedean primes. As in the proof of Theorem 1, the case N==&1 is
impossible by the second assumption. So we again have K=k(- =) or
K=k(- &=) and N==1. Now the argument in Theorem 1 works also in
this case and we have a contradiction.
Thus the curve has ordinary good reduction and one can apply the
argument in Theorem 1 to this case and show that it is impossible. K
3.2. In addition to Comalada’s result, we can use the following result
of Diophantine nature due to Ishii.
Theorem 3 (Ishii, Proposition 2.2 of [4]). Let p be a rational prime
which is congruent to 5 modulo 8, and put k=Q(- p). Assume the class
number of k is 1. Then an elliptic curve having good reduction over k admits
no rational point of order 2.
Note that the norm of the fundamental unit of k=Q(- p) is always
negative.
3.2.1. We again start with the case N(=)=&1. For the quadratic
fields Q(- m) with N(=)=&1 and gcd(hk , 2)=1, it is known that m is a
prime p.
We extend our computation up to 200 by Theorem 3.
From Table IV, we have:
Corollary 3. There is no elliptic curve with good reduction over the
following five fields:
Q(- 5), Q(- 13), Q(- 149), Q(- 173), Q(- 181).
Ishii obtained the first two examples in [4] and Fontaine showed a
higher dimensional analogue for Q(- 5) and some imaginary quadratic
fields (cf. [3]).
Over the fields Q(- 29) and Q(- 37), there are elliptic curves having
good reduction. The first author’s paper [6] gives an interesting modular
characterization of a curve over Q(- 37). Moreover, the second author
recently succeeded in determining all the elliptic curves having good reduc-
tion over these fields (cf. [5]).
Cremona found examples for m=109 and 157 (cf. [2]).
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TABLE IV
p#5 (mod 8), N(=)=&1, p<200
Class Number
p t=Tr(=) k=Q(- p) k(- &1) k(- &=)
5 1 1 1 1
13 3 1 1 1
29 5 1 3 1
37 12 1 1 1
53 7 1 3 1
61 39 1 3 1
101 20 1 7 1
109 261 1 3 1
149 61 1 7 1
157 213 1 3 1
173 13 1 7 1
181 1305 1 5 1
197 28 1 5 1
3.2.2. We continue our calculation for the case N(=)=1. Note that
Lemma 2 is true for this case, too.
We get the following Table V.
We exclude m=77 from the table, because its narrow genus field
obviously does not contain the group of third roots of unity.
For m=21, the unit - &==(- &3+- &7)2 of the field k(- &=)
satisfies
Nk(- &=)Q(- &=&1)=7.
Therefore we obtain
Corollary 4. There is no elliptic curve with good reduction over
Q(- 21).
Among 19 square-free m ’s with m#1 (mod 4) and m<100, we showed
the nonexistence for 6 m ’s, i.e., m=5, 13, 17, 21, 73, 97. On the other hand,
examples of curves with good reduction exist for m=29, 33, 37, 41, 65, 77
(cf. [1, 10, 11]). Hence the existence for m=53, 57, 61, 69, 85, 89, 93 is
still unknown.
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TABLE V
m#5 (mod 8), N(=)=1, m<100
Class Number
m t=Tr(=) Q(- m) Q(- &m) Q(- t+2) Q(- &t&2) Q(- t&2) Q(- &t+2)
21 5 1 4 1 1 1 1
69 25 1 8 1 1 1 3
93 29 1 4 1 3 1 1
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